USE T3 AFFINITY FOR SHELL SCHEME
T3Affinity is a complete exhibition and display system which can be installed and
dismantled very quickly, using no tools. There is an extensive range of retro fit
accessories designed to support all graphic types (rigid, fabric and roll-up), shelving
solutions, lighting accessories, monitor and tablet holders and the ability to be
combined with the famous T3 System.
T3 Affinity is a competitively priced product suitable for a range of markets i.e.
exhibitions, conferences, events, pop up displays, ‘shop in shop’ displays, shop
interiors and so much more . The product is the ultimate solution when it comes to
retail and exhibtion display applications.
Use the T3 Affinity framework to create a variety of shell scheme floor spaces.

Traditional shell schemes divide floor space up into a variety of booth spaces for
attending exhibitors.
T3Affinity is the ideal product to not only supply the system to divide the hall up
but also a system which can support graphics and accessories for the exhibitors.
It is your opportunity to provide a global solution to exhibitors which includes
exhibition floor space, graphic panels, counters and all manner of exhibition
accessories.
T3 Affinity can use a variety of shell kit clamps that allow the system to be combined
with all manner of other display frameworks.
T3 Affinity can be used independently or it can combined with a variety of shell
kit clamps that allow the system to be combined with all manner of other display
frameworks.
Do you already own a T3 modular framework system? Combine the two systems
together with our T3 Adaptor (view our T3 Adaptor info sheet. With the use of the T3
system, you have access to all graphic types, like magnetic roll up, tensioned fabric
and rigid panels.
This modular framework can support single profile walls up to 9m in length with a
height of 3m.
You are not only supplying and shell scheme system but by using T3 Affinity you do
not need to sacrifice any floor space.
The example below showcases how the T3 Affinity system can be used to create a
multitude of 3m x 3m booth for exhibitors.
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